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June 24, 1980 *

i

Mr. Uldis Potapovs. Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

REFERENCES: (1) Le'tter; D. E. Guilbert to Uldis Potapovs, May 1,1980.

{ (2) Letter; J. H. MacMillan to Uldis Pctapovs, February 26, 1980.
i

Dear Mr. Potapovs:

; On May 15, 1980, NPGD ccmoleted an audit of calculation packages as cemitted
j in our Reference (1) letter. This audit was based on tne instructions contained-

| in our procedure NPG 0402-01. However, we believe the NPGD procedure contains-

i requirements which are significantly more demanding nan the requirements set
forth in ANSI N45.2 and N45.2.ll as endorsed by Regulatory Guides 1.28 and 1.64
This conclusion was reached after completion of the audit and investigation,

conducted by NPGD and discussed further in Inis letter. Details regarcing'

how the audit was conducted and the numoer of documents involved are contained
in the audit report.

Our audit of the calculation packages indicated essentially no difference in the
documentation of input source references in the packages prepared before and
after extensive retraining was conducted. Investication evealed that this
occurred because tne personnel involved in performing and reviewing tne calculations
had certain "ccanon knowledge" input, so well known, that regardless of the
retraining, they continued to make the juegment that tnere was no need to document
it in the package. The theory of "cc= mon kncwiedge" was tested and the 'esults
of the investigation indicate that a NPGC trained, technically qualified individual
who is familiar with the NPGD Nuclear Steam System design can review, understand,
and verify the results of the NPGD calculations witnout recourse to the originator.
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Mr. Uldis Potapovs
Mr. D. E. Guilbert -2-

,

These personnel, through their training, experience, and familiarity with the
design, have indeed acquired certain " common knowledge" well known by those
involved with calculations in a specific discipline. After careful evaluationof the results of our audit and investigation, it is our conclusion tnat the
calculation packagas are technically sound, contain adequate information to
permit verification, and thereby meet the requirements of tne ANSI standarcs.
'Although we recognize that tnis is a change in position from our original
response, we believe tne results of our investigation supports this position
and that the attacned report will provide you with the information necessaryfor you to come to the same conclusion.

.

In addition, we do not believe our results and conclusions to be in disagreementwith those f tne NRC inspector per ser but believe the additional information
provides adequate justification of why the input sources found to be lacking
in the prestat calculation packages are not required.
discussion, it is NPGD's opinion that no furtner action is required on tneBased on the foregoing
existing cal:ulation packages. To avoid any further confusion or misunderstanding
with regard to our calculation package requirements, our procedure covering
these activities will be revised by August 1,.1980 to reflect our position.

Should you have any questions concerning this response, we will be pleased todiscuss them witn you. -

Sincerely,

hfY//
; D. E. Guilbert**,

Vice Presicent"

Nuclear Pcwer Generation Division
.
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RESULTS OF NPG0 OA AUDIT OF CALCULATION PACKAGES
.

I. PURPOSE
.

This. audit was conducted in response to the NRC request for additional information
concerning the NPGD response to Deviation A of NRC Inspection 79-04. The purpose
of the audit was to cetermine if the calculation package discrepancies cited in
Deviation A were widespread.

II.. Audit Scoce/ Method

The packages audited were divided into two samoles. The first sample characterized
calculations released prior to September,1979 and the second samole characterized
those calculations released after September,1979. The purpose of separating

-the samples was to determine if tnere were any differences in implementation
of procedural requirements following the re-training of all NPGD engineers curing
September, 1979. The re-training in the HPGD acministrative procedure recuirements
for calculation packages was conducted as a result of NPGD Internal Audits 163
and #70.

The population size for calculations released prior to September,1979 was
determined to be 7220 and the population size for those released after
September,1979 was cetermined to be 500. Based upon methods of statistical
inference, a random sample size of greater tnan twenty is sufficient to
characterize large populations (i.e. greater than 100). If no errors were
found, a sample size of greater than twenty would yield a 95% confiden:e
level that the error rate in the total population was less tnan 5%. If errors
were found, then the precision of the sample error * rate wnen orojected for the
total population would depend upon the magnitude of the sample error rate
(i.e. the larger the samole error rate the greater its precision). The
foregoing criteria was derived from Elements of Statistical Inference, 4th
Edition, by Huntsberger and Billingsley ano tne S&W Sampl1ng Manual for Auditors.

Based on the above minimum samole size criteria of twenty, twenty-three packages
were randomly selected from tnose released prior to September,1979 and taenty-
one packages were rancemly selected from those released after Septemoer,1979
to yield a total sample size of forty-four. The vast majority of engineering
discipiir.cs responsible for producing calculations were represented in both of '

the samples.

III. Audit Criteria l

The calculation packages were audited against the requirements of NPGD
Administrative Procedure HPG-0402-01 (Ray 7 dated 10-E0-75), " Preparation
and Processing of NPGD Caltulations". This was the procedure that was in
effect during the Decemeer,1979, NRC inspection of NPGD.

I
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'RESULTS OF.HPGD QA AUDIT OF CALCULATION PACKAGES
PAGE 2.
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IV. Audit Results
:

1

This audit revealed that there was no discernible difference between those
packages released ba. fore or after September,1979. The major cerceived
administrative error found by the auditors was the lack of consistently
referencing the sources for all design inputs used (i.e. twenty-one of the,

, forty-four packages audited nad this type of error). The fact that the NPGD
-

t

.re-training. effort had no apparent effect on the referencing of sources of
design input within the calculation cackages was a major concern requiring4

"

further investigation. Discussions were held among the auditors and with
other knowledgable engineering personnel to determine the reason for finding
essentially no improvement in the calculation packages. These discussions,

revealed wide differences of opinion as to when failure to reference the
'

source .of a cesign input was, in fact, a deviation from the NPG -0402-01
requirements. Depending upon their background and experience, the cognitant
NPGD personnel felt that certain design inputs were " common knowledge" to
those preparing and reviewing the calculations and consequently the sources
of input need not be referenced. For example, one auditor questioned why a
package did not contain a reference for the wall thickness of a " Schedule 40"
pipe; whereas, another auditor did not cuestion this since he knew that this
was a handbook value. Another example was the lack of source references for
fuel cycle data used in some of the calculations audited. For a person familiar
with the NPGD system, it would be "conrnon knowledge" that fuel cycle data are

-

; obtained from the Fuel Contract Information Sheets,
i

At this point, it became apparent that there existed within NPGD an internal
difference of opinion regarding the NPG-0402-01 requirements for identifying i

i

sources of design inputs even after tne re-training sessions. This difference !
! of opinion accounts for some packages not referencing sources of " common,

knowledge" design inputs while other packages did reference these sources.-

4 Inorder to test the theory that sources of certain design inputs were not
referenced because they were considered to be " common kacwledge", the
available original reviewers of the twenty-one packages in wnich references,

were not given for all input sources were interviewed. The purpose of the
interviews was to determine if the package reviewers without prior notice
or assistance could readily identify the sources of design inputs for wnicn
no references were given. These interviews revealed that the reviewers jcould quickly identify the sources of design inputs for which no references '

were given. It also confirmed that these personnel did not consider it
necessary to identify these sources since they considered tnem to be " corr.on
knowledge." In several instances, the original reviewers were not available
and other equally qualified persons were able to readily identify the unreferenced '

sources of design input. The success of the above approach in identifying
sources of "coc:non knowledge" design inputs confirms that the NPGD calculation
packages meet tne ANSI N45.2.ll reouirement that calculations be "sufficiently
detailed'' as to design input and references such that a person technically-

qualified in the subject of the calculation can review and understand the
calculation and verify its accuracy witnout recourse to the originator of the
calculation. '
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ATTACHMENT I

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR NPGD SAFETY RELATED CALCULATION 5
_

The Corrective Action Plan for resolving the question of not consistently
identifying the sources of desigt: inputs in calculation packages is as
follows: '

I. New or Revised Calculations (Reieased after Septenber 15, 1980)*

The NPGD Administrative Procedure HPG-0402-01 for calculations will be
revised and implemented (including training and release) by September 15, 1980.

t

A. Design inputs are as defined in ANSI N45.2.ll and must be from documented4

sources.

: B. Design inputs taken directly from Customer, Vendor or NPGD documents
must be referenced to a source listing contained in the calculation
package. These design input sources must be identified with their
document numoer and revision number or applicable identifier and the
identified sources must be retrievable from the NPGD Records Center or

; . a copy of the source may be included in the calculation package.

i C. Design inputs taken directly from Codes, Standards or Regulatory
1 Requirements must be referenced to a source listing contained in the

calculation package. These sources must be identified as to their,

applicable issue and/or addenda.

: D. Design inputs taken directly from hand' books, textbooks, etc. that
i are "corron knowledge" to any individual technically qualified in the
j subject of the calculation need not have their sources identified,

(i.e., inputs such as Pi, liaterial Densities, Standard Temperature5

- and Pressure, etc.).

II. Past Calculations (Releaset prior to September 15,1980)

A. Past Calculations Referenced in New or Revised Calculations

Those calculations from which design inputs are used will be reviewed
using the clarifications stated in I above and any necessary corrections
made.

,

B. Past Calculations That Have Legibility Problems (As Identified In
Legibility Audit)

These calculations will be reviewed using the clarifications stated
i in I above and any necessary corrections made. Target date for

completion of this effort is September 1, 1981.

C. Past Calculations That Are Referenced In Reload Recorts

These calculations will be reviewed as new reload reports are prepared.
They will be reviewed using the clarifications stated in I above and
any necessary. corrections mace.

.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR NPGD SAFETY RELATED CALCULATIONS

II. Past Calculations (Cont'd)

D. Past Calculations That Suoport FSAR's For Active NSS Contracts

Past calculations that form the basis for information contained in
FSAR's for CPCO, TVA and WPPSS will be reviewed using the clarifications
in I above. However, a secondary plan must be developed using the.

following guidelines:
,

1. These calculations must be identified

2. The probability of certain calculations being revised in the FSAR
review process will be determined. Review of those calculations
that have a high probability of revision will be deferred until
the calculations with a low probability of revision are reviewed.

3. The review of these calculations will be over a 3 year time
span since this is the earliest time span presently expected
for the CPCO, TVA, or WPPSS plants to go into commercial operation.
If this time span is contracted, then adjustments will be made to
complete the review and corrections prior to connercial operation.

4. Completion of rev.iew and corrections will be as follows:
"

Complete TVA Prior to May 1, 1983
; Complete CPC0 Prior to Novemoer 11,1M3
'

Complete WPPSS Prior to May 5,1984

III. Training and Performance Monitoring
.

A. Upon issuance of the revised calculation procedure, all engineers involved<

in the preparation and review of calculations will be given training
relative to the identification of sources of design inputs. The Engineering

i Department Manager will be personally involved in conducting tnis training.
Target date for completion of this training is September 15, 1980.

B. After training is completed 0A will monitor performance of nw calculations
by auditing on a monthly basis, and report the results of these audits to
the Engineering Department Manager. These audits will be conducted monthly
for at least a six month time span.!

.
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ATTACHMENT III

NPG0 CALCULATION PACKAGE' AUDIT RESULTS MATRIX

Calculation .ProJecteo
Sample PopulationRelease Sample Type Errors Error ErrorDa te Size Found Rate Rate

Prior to.

September, 1979 23 Sources of Design 48% 48 * 21%
Inputs not

Consistently
Identified

After 21 Same As Above 48% 48 t 20%Septemoer, 1979

NOTE: Projected Population Error Rate is at 95% Confidence Level
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The fo11cwing is a summary of the results of a legibility audit conducted prict
to May 30 of safety-relatec records in the NPGD Records Center. The plan wnich
was developed by Jur.e 6,1920 for evaluating and/or correcting the archival
records is also presented.

Records Audit
.

A statistical audit clan was developed to determine illegibility rates in
safety-related documents filed after June 16, 1975, the cate of the NPGD cc= nit-
ment to the recorcs management program as specified in ANSI M45.2.9. Samoles
of records were cnosen using rancem selection techniques from several categories
of recorcs, including calculations, vencor crawings, vendor dccuments anc
Change Inquiry /Au:norizations (CI/A's), Field Change Autnori:ations (FCA's),
etc. These recorcs were retrieved ar.d examined using a microfiche reader. The
standard of accectance was based on the ability of tne individual reviewer of
the record to be acle to reac :ne information on the microfiche. Results of thisaudit were as follows:

Randem Samole Summarv
- _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _

Partially
Sample Size Approximate Ill'egible

-
...

-- - -:

Catecory - (Documents) Total Paces Paces

Calculations 60 2480 32 (1.3%)
Vendor Drawings and Documents ,150 1003 21 (2.1%)

-

* CI/''s, FCA's, etc. . 60 1116 31 (2.8%)
*

...

Based on the results of this survey, a plan for evaluating and/or correcting.

the illegible pages in the safety-related records was developed and is described
below.

. .. .
.

.

Evaluatien/ Correction Plan
..

The fo11cwing table recresents the accroximate number of pages of safety-
related records which must be examined and evaluated / corrected if fcund
illegible. This table includes safety-related records on active contracts
only (i.e. , centracts wnien have oeer cancellec will not be audi:ec; these
contracts will be aucited if :ney are reactivated or the ccmponents assigned
to other safety-related nuclear acclications). Only records entered into the
Records Cen er feilcwing tne commitment to the records management system
will be examined.

1
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Document Review and Evaluation / Correction Program
./

*

Approx. Number Approx. NumberCatecory of Documents of Paces,

Calculatiens 9,700 400,g00
~

.

Vendor Drawings and Documents 17,722 127,858. .

CI/A's, FCA's, etc. 4 ,338 80.470

During the review of these records, trends will be detennined to allow
simplifica:ien of the review process. For examole, if a carticular class
of records, seen as cocuments from a particular suoplier, B&W-initiated
drawings, or similar groucs of documents, can be snown to have minimal
-error rates, further audits of these classes of documents will not be .

conducted.

During the audit process, records will be kept to identify those documents
deemed illegible by tne reviewer. These documents will be sent to the
responsible Engineering or Purchasing personnel who will evaluate the
" illegible" partions and. record their evaluation or correction if necessary.
These records will be part of the archival file.

Supplier data cackages will het be included in this review, since the,

record copy of these data cackages is transmitted to the licensee along withthe hardware wnich ney represent. Microficne copies of these data packages
are kept in "FGO files only for reference pur;cses, not to provide an' official cusiity record. Data cackages in crocess beraeen receipt frem,

the supplier and transmittal :: the cust:mer are orc ected in that the
supplier retains cocies of infermation transmitted to B&W, thus providing.

backup in the event of a catastropnic loss.

The audit and evaluation / correction crocess is exoected to take a: proximately
two years, witn the aucit ;crtion recuiring abou IS months. This will
require an audit rate of aporoximately 1500 pages per day over the next
18 months. Target bencnmarks for measuring progress on :nis audit are
shown below.

.
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Approximate Intermediate B:nchmarks
..

.

Benchmark
Tarcet Date

Complete Audit of Calculations
March 1,1981

Complete Evaluation /Correcticn of
Illegible Calculations --

Sept. 1, 1981
Complete Audit of Vendor Documents,

Jan. 1, 1982-

*

Complete Evaluation / Correction of
Illegible Vencer Documents

March 1,1982
Complete Audit of CI/A's, FCA's, etc. July 1, 1982
Complete Evaluation / Correction of

.. Illegible C:/A's, FCA's, etc. Sept. 1, 1982
(Note - Order of auditing and evaluating / correcting various

catege fes may be changed.)
-

Prevention of Future Illecibility Problems *

documents into Release Acministratici andAr the Records Center. Standards have'been established for the review and acceptance of inccming
are based on an assessment of source docu=ents wnich will yield legible micro-These standardsfilm. In additicn
where these recercs, are typically deveicped an,d processed. copies of the standards have been located in scme areas,
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